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The Superstar, the heartthrob and our very own Bhai . . . Salman Khan, today on December 27,
2012; turns 47. Yes Salman is celebrating his 47th birthday today with family, friends and fans.

Today in morning he waved to his fans who gathered outside his house Galaxy Apartment in
Bandra, Mumbai. Then the Dabangg star also greeted with Media and shared his happiness.

The day is very special for Salman as his current release film Dabangg2 doing excellent
business at Box office and he is getting tremendous response from everywhere, especially to
his character Chulbul Pandey. On the other hand, the day is also special as his hearing today in
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Bandra court has been adjourned till January 30, 2013. Salman had to appear in court today for
the ‘hit & run’ case. The hearing was in connection with an application blaming him of delaying
the trial.

Salman who made his acting debut with a supporting role in the year 1988 with the film Biwi Ho
To Aisi, has acted over 80 films. His first breakthrough was Rajshri production’s film Maine Pyar
Kiya released in 1989. This film was one of India's highest grossing films; he also won Filmfare
Award for Best Male Debut for the film.

From Maine Pyar Kiya to Dabangg 2, the actor has seen quite ups & downs in his career, but
since his film ‘Dabangg’ released in 2010, till the time he haven’t seen any failure yet. It’s been
a golden era of his career which witnessed 5 Back to back blockbuster to Salman’s credit in just
2 years.
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